
DISSERTATION DESIGN METHODS

A key part of your dissertation or thesis is the methodology. Questionnaires require a great deal of care in their design
and delivery, but a well-developed.

At the end of data gathering, the results of both phases were merged to interpret the findings. Make sure you
address such concerns head-on, and if necessary justify your methods by emphasising the potential value of
your conclusions. In a quantitative experimental study, you might aim to produce generalizable knowledge
about the causes of a phenomenon. Is this article helpful? They interpret the qualitative data through the eyes
and biases of the researcher, going back-and-forth through the data i. What should my methodology look like?
Common Research Methods for the Social Sciences There are numerous research methods that can be used
when researching scientific subjects, you should discuss which are the most appropriate for your research with
your supervisor. In either case, your methodology should be a clear, well-structured text that makes an
argument for your approach, not just a list of technical details and procedures. Questionnaires are particularly
well suited for research seeking to measure some parameters for a group of people e. How was the data
originally produced? This section of your dissertation or thesis should set your research in the context of its
theoretical underpinnings. This kind of commentary allows you to control the agenda for discussion of your
work, and to head off potential objections to your arguments and methods at the pass. Again, you can place
such information in an appendix and refer to it. Different Mixed Methods Designs Basic mixed methods
designs include convergent design, explanatory sequential design and exploratory sequential design. The aim
was to conduct the survey with customers of Company X on the company premises in The Hague from July
between and  A critical dissertation in the arts or humanities Methodological rigour is just as valuable in the
arts and humanities as in the sciences and social sciences. You are not limited to these three types. Rather than
being exhaustive, the main goal is to highlight what these types of research are and what they involve.
Critically engaging with one's own work is a notoriously difficult thing to do, which makes the development
and adherence to a rigorous methodology especially important in this context. Your methodology section
appears immediately after the literature review in your dissertation, and should flow organically from it.


